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By Elizabeth Green

WW Norton Co, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 165 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Everyone agrees that a great teacher can have an enormous impact. Yet
we still don t know what, precisely, makes a teacher great. Is it a matter of natural-born charisma?
Or does exceptional teaching require something more? Building a Better Teacher introduces a new
generation of educators exploring the intricate science underlying their art. A former principal
studies the country s star teachers and discovers a set of common techniques that help children pay
attention. Two math teachers videotape a year of lessons and develop an approach that has nine-
year-olds writing sophisticated mathematical proofs. A former high school teacher works with a top
English instructor to pinpoint the key interactions a teacher must foster to initiate a rich classroom
discussion. Through their stories, and the hilarious and heartbreaking theater that unfolds in the
classroom every day, Elizabeth Green takes us on a journey into the heart of a profession that
impacts every child in America. What happens in the classroom of a great teacher? Opening with a
moment-by-moment portrait of an everyday math lesson-a drama of urgent decisions and artful...
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Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer

This book may be worth buying. I have read and i am confident that i am going to planning to go through once more once again in the future. Its been
written in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Fa ye Sha na ha n-- Fa ye Sha na ha n
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